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Chapter 1626 Hongshi and Five Elders!

Wiliam’s words sounded like thunder.

Directly blow up the people present silly!

Everyone looked at this kid dumbfounded, not knowing how to react.

Is Wiliam crazy?

Don’t you see the situation clearly?

The other eight cases all retreated in front of the Dugu Hongshi.

He is good!

One person is one case!

One is against him!

The words sounded enthusiastic, and could feel Wiliam’s innate arrogance.

But obviously it is very unrealistic.

Even if he has the ability, he can’t do it alone against one case!

Song Hanyu said it before, but it was only an expression of his own attitude.

But now that Wiliam speaks out, he wants to put it into practice!

He now wants to single out one by one!

I’m afraid that the fairy will not be able to do this!

Song Hanyu was immediately anxious.

She didn’t expect that the words she had arbitrarily said before would actually
affect Wiliam’s decision.

“Wiliam, no!” Song Hanyu whispered behind Wiliam.

After hearing this, Bai Jianxing couldn’t help laughing.



This is definitely the funniest joke he has ever heard, there is no one.

One person against one case?

Is he worthy?

Jumping beam clown, madness is madness, the result can only be blamed.

“Are you serious?” Bai Jianxing confirmed.

Wiliam nodded, her eyes sharp, “Of course I am serious.”

“Then might as well let’s make a bet. Don’t you want to fight one case alone?
Don’t do the same. The old man sends five people to fight together. If you can
win them, even if I lose, how about?” Bai Jianxing Said jokingly.

“What’s the bargaining chip?” Wiliam asked casually.

“Bargaining chips, if you lose, you have to be convinced by my judgment, don’t
cause any trouble, simple.” Bai Jianxing said.

“If I win,” Wiliam also asked.

“Let’s talk about it, we can afford it at any price.” Bai Jianxing didn’t think that
Dugu Hongshi would lose to this spearhead boy.

“If I win, Dugu Hongshi and Qijian cover the sky, and directly give up the position
of Nine Sects, how about?” Wiliam said with a smile.

This bet is big enough!

For Dugu Hongshi and Qijian Zhetian, it is a gamble about fate.

But no matter how big it is, so what?

Wiliam can also win!

is it possible?

This kid is afraid that it is a frog at the bottom of the well, and he does not know
the strength of the Dugu Hongshi!

“Okay, as you wish, everyone present can serve as a witness, how about?” Bai
Jianxing agreed with one bite.

Why don’t you agree to something that is sure to win?



“Retreat and let the venue out.” Wiliam turned around and said to the friends
behind him.

Song Hanyu and the others looked anxious, but didn’t know what to say.

Can they intervene?

Now that the arrow is on the line, I have to send it!

No wonder Wiliam said just now that their golden jade volleys are not worthy to
intervene!

This kid is going to fight the Dugu Hongshi directly, and of course Jinyu Volley
has no right to intervene.

“Retreat.” It was Su Hongxiu who took the initiative to stand up at last and
helped Wiliam persuade all the people from Jin Yu Lingkong and Can Jian Jiu
Tian.
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In the end, she was left alone in front of Wiliam.

She looked at this little man who was about the same size as herself, her eyes
filled with a faint charm.

Even, regardless of the public, she stretched out her slender fingers, hooked Go
Luye’s chin frivolously, and said with a smile: “Xiao Luye, come on, no matter
what, I’m optimistic about you.”

Wiliam let her tease, his eyes were clear, and he said thank you.

Su Hongxiu smiled, and walked straight before stepping down.

“Since it’s a comparison, I suggest a few more hours. After all, Wiliam has never
rested from the semifinals to the present, and he has been injured all over. Such
a competition is unfair to him.” Xu Benliu was also there. Said loudly on the
rostrum.

Everyone noticed that Wiliam had always been injured.

No wonder everyone ignores this.

Because what Wiliam said was like a supreme king, there would be no words
spoken by a half-dead person.



Bai Jianxing agreed, “It’s okay, let him rest. We can afford to wait.”

What a joke, it’s shameless to send five people to besiege one of the big sect.

Want to beat up a wounded person, can’t afford to lose this person?

However, Wiliam said faintly: “I don’t need a rest to deal with Chi Zhan, and I
don’t need a rest to deal with you, just come.”

“boom!”

The scene exploded again!

This kid is crazy!

KO Chi Zhan with injuries for three seconds before was already a miracle among
miracles, and now I have to challenge the five Dugu Hongshi with injuries!

Where is his upper limit of arrogance!

“Wiliam, you can’t be kidding! You have a good rest, and you can go all out. It’s
just going to die now like this!” Even Xu Tongyin shouted from below.

This time, Xu Tongyin didn’t know what Wiliam had yet to do, so he had no idea.

Xu Tongyin thought to himself, if he is in full prosperity, if he is against the five
masters of Dugu Hongshi, the outcome will be five to five points.

But Wiliam is like this now…

“You kid, take it seriously!” Bai Jianxing’s expression turned ugly.

This kid actually compares Dugu Hongshi with a little bitch!

It even makes people feel that the lonely lion is not as good as a red cut!

How did this make him swallow this arrogance!

“Come on!” Wiliam stood alone on the stage, but it made people feel that he was
in charge of this whole world!

“Okay! You found this yourself!” Bai Jianxing shouted coldly, and said something
to the person behind him.

That person immediately implemented it.

After a while, five people flew in and fell directly on the stage!



Seeing these five people, the people at the scene were directly dumbfounded!

Hongshi five elders!

These five people with gray hair and eyes like goshawks are actually the five
elders of the lonely lion!

And these five are not ordinary elders!

The elder of the Dugu Hongshi must be someone who has inherited the blood of
the Hongshi!

If they were released alone, they could sling and beat an ordinary sect!

Five people join forces, and I’m afraid that Han Xing will have to retreat!

So ruthless, Bai Jianxing!

To deal with a wounded person, the Dugu Hongshi was dispatched with the
strongest combat power!

This is totally unfair to Wiliam.

Everyone was about to speak for Wiliam, but suddenly their pupils shrank!

Wu Lao was still standing 20 meters across fromWiliam, motionless.

Instead, Wiliam moved first!

He just raised his foot in this way, facing everyone, facing the five elders of
Hongshi, and took the initiative to walk over!

Every step seems to have stepped on the hearts of the audience!

And when he was only ten meters away from the five old men, Wiliam took
another step!

“boom!”

The clothes are fluttering!

Furious!

A suffocating breath rose fromWiliam’s body!

In this terrifying prehistoric aura, Wiliam is like the arrival of the emperor of
heaven!



He took another step, his voice was like thunder!

“kneel!”
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